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B y Pa u l J . T r o u e t t e
In 2005, when I began to explore the decline in
our deer herds, I never dreamed that our
mission to help restore the deer herds would be
such a difficult task. After all, we believed this
would matter to the land and game managers
as much as it does to people who admire and
hunt these beautiful animals. MCBA raising
thousands of dollars through fundraising
events and we are in a position to offer
immediate assistance, yet we face bigger
predator problems, governmental bureaucracy
and a rapidly changing culture in California.
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About Us
Established in 2005, the
Mendocino County Blacktail
Association (MCBA) consists
of hard-working, conservationminded hunters and other
community members that share
a common goal of restoring
black-tailed deer numbers and
improving their habitat.

Mission Statement
The mission of the organization
is to focus on improving the
condition of the Columbian
black-tailed deer herds in the
California’s designated B-Zones
of Northern California.
The B-Zones are a large
geographic area that includes
the mountains of the
Mendocino, Trinity, Shasta,
Klamath, and Six Rivers
National Forests. These forests
also encompass several
primitive or Wilderness
designated areas that include
the Yolla Bolly-Middle Eel,
Marble Mountains, Russian,
Trinity Alps, and Yuki
Wildernesses, among others,
that are prime targets for this
focused effort.

Cover Photo, Editor, Design and Layout: Oscar Ramirez

As President
of MCBA, I
am involved
in more key
meetings for
big game
than ever
before and I
work continually with other sportsmen’s
organizations, wildlife agencies, land
managers and others, to unite and promote
science-based management. The science does
not seem to be as important now as we see key
As hunters we are faced with complicated
hunting activities slip away in the name of
problems where our mission now seems to be politics. A common theme now in our fish and
convincing politicians and anti-hunting groups game commission meetings is continued attack
that we are not merely killers, but good
on hunting by changing laws to accommodate
stewards of a valuable and renewable resource people who are uniformed about what hunting
that belongs to all Californians. In addition, we entails and others who without reservation, are
are an important tool of the North American
just against hunting, period.
Wildlife model of game management and we
directly contribute billions of dollars to
Black-tailed deer are important to us for many
conserve and improve the habitat of the very
reasons, but hunting them is an important
animals we’re accused of “killing.” Other than yearly event that gathers friends and family
spending money in their attempt to prevent us alike to enjoy the outdoors, bond, and
from hunting legally, anti-hunting groups do
ultimately enjoy the most organic, hormone
NOT provide the financial resources to support and disease-free protein available to everyone.
deer herds – we do!
As long as deer hunting continues to be a
legal, positive pastime we enjoy, MCBA will
In our last issue of Blacktail News, the results continue spending your dollars in education,
of the Mendocino deer study (partially funded science and efforts to make our message heard.
by MCBA) proved that among other issues,
Let’s continue to do our part to show others
the public lands we hunt are in poor condition how important deer, family and the outdoors
can be by taking your spouse and/or child
and an increased predator population with
hungry lions and bears only adds to the herd
hunting. In addition, let’s lead by example and
decline. But convincing a politically appointed teach all sportsmen to let their elected leaders
Fish and Game Commission that we have the know that they care about hunting and the
right to enjoy the wildlife resources seems to
outdoor sports.
be lost on the commission. MCBA continues
to be committed to spreading the science of
If our culture is the problem, we need to
wildlife management to all stakeholders
change it together. I also want to thank each
involved and we must defend our rights to
donor and member for their continued support
soundly manage the wildlife and more
because each year, as we tirelessly seek to
importantly, the land where the wildlife
effect change, I wish you all good hunting in
resides. Otherwise, hunting as we know it will 2016 and in the future.
totally disappear in California.
Paul Trouette

Our membership consists of
representatives throughout
counties within the B-zones,
including counties outside of the
geographical boundaries.
Preserving our hunting heritage
while improving our deer habitat
is a goal of many concerned
hunters in California.

CONTACT US
Paul Trouette
(707) 489-9663
e-mail:

mendodeer@yahoo.com

www.mcbadeer.com
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No Free Time for Your Hard-Working MCBA Committee
By Rick Bulloch

MCBA works throughout the year for its supporting
members and is active on all levels by promoting hunting
and conservation along with defending our firearms rights
and outdoor traditions.
MCBA representatives attend meetings on behalf of its
members and partners with any entity that furthers the
mission of the MCBA. Paul Trouette, Hal Wagenet, and
Jack Booth ar e continuously wor king to expand
MCBA’s involvement, outreach and visibility throughout
California and the West. MCBA along with partner Rick
Bulloch also meet with CDFW, Wildlife Resour ce
Committee, Fish and Game Commission, U.S. Forest
Service, BLM, local policy makers, and other
stakeholders. MCBA is also working with the Al Taucher
Conservation Coalition that’s being led by former DFG
Commissioner Michael Flores and Josh Brones.
In addition, the State Legislature recently released over 40
bills that could impact MCBA members, not all are for the
better. MCBA partners with like-minded groups to be part
of a larger voice and to further conservation efforts where

we will fight those harmful bills and support those that
support and enhance our heritage. As noted in this
publication, MCBA recently hosted a critical meeting that
brought together concerned, passionate conservation
groups and individuals to find solutions to better protect
our hunting and conservation heritage.
MCBA advocates on your behalf, but MCBA members
and fellow sportsmen must become more active and
involved on important issues such as hunting, shooting,
and conservation activities. To stay more involved, be sure
to provide MCBA your email address and other contact
information. Better yet, your outdoor buddy’s and friends
email addresses as well.
The Fish and Game Commission and State Legislature are
two critical groups that can impact our traditions and we
will continue to monitor the commission (agendas and
meeting documents) and legislative activities (bill intent,
impact and status) by visiting their websites and working
to support or offset them. Help us protect our heritage!

A F e w M o re M e n d o c i n o Bu c k s
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Did you miss last year’s
banquet? Then you missed:

Photos courtesy of Hal and Rosie Wagenet
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Draft California Deer Conservation and
Management Plan Moves Forward
First Comprehensive Plan Since 1976
By Oscar Ramirez

In March of 2015, the California Department of Source: CDFW
Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) released its draft
deer conservation and management plan to the
public. For many, this document was highly
anticipated and well overdue as the last plan was
released almost 40 years ago in 1976.
This new plan lays out the foundation—the
framework to gathering more and better data on
deer, deer hunting, population goals and their
value to hunter and non-hunter alike. I’ll touch
on a few points, but to read the full document,
visit CDFW’s website or click here.
The 1976 plan which was created to address the
decline in deer numbers from the 1960’s when
deer populations were at historically high levels.
The ambitious goal to restore the deer
populations of the 111 identified deer herds in
California (since refined to 79) to the record
high levels of the previous decade was
admirable. However, based on the complexities
that inhibit California, it became evident to
CDFW that it could not attain that goal as the
habitat degraded faster than the ability to
overcome it.
CDFW did not take a 40-year vacation from its
scientific work on deer conservation matters. It
has produced this type of work since the 1880’s
and includes yearly detailed environmental
documents, which are the scientific basis used
by CDFW to produce hunt quotas to the
California Fish and Game Commission, the
body that approves bag limits each year.
Deer are free-ranging animals that need food,
water, cover and adequate space to survive, but
loss of habitat due to residential and commercial building are
considered to be biggest cause in California’s decline. With
38 million people, California’s population is not getting
smaller and the impacts increase today. Other cumulative
factors include: habitat degradation, predation, disease,
highway mortality, poaching and limitations.

can choose to ignore or suppress the input and/or
recommendation(s). This is a fact and while it is unfair, it is a
reality. The following limitations affect the ability of CDFW
to successfully implement sound game management
decisions, so before we all bash CDFW, let’s understand
CDFW do not always have a choice.

Limitations

Recent history includes the removal of sound wildlife
management tools, such as the ability to fully manage
As hunters, we need to understand a few things as there are
predator species (mountain lions, bobcats, bear, and gray
many topics off limits to the department where they have no wolf, among others). Public vote stole our right to hunting
say. Let me rephrase, they have a say—but the powers that be mountain lions, bobcats cannot be trapped, bear have no
Continued Page 7
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spring season and cannot be hunted with hounds, and the
wolves—God bless them—they still need management, when
they decide to get a permanent California address.
A very smart person that I know and respect, recently retired
from CDFW, once told me you cannot manage the prey
species alone. That’s not wildlife management, that is
working with one arm tied behind your back because you are
only managing one component of the predator/prey dynamic.
That makes no sense.
Then there are also political factors such as the appointment
of lesser-qualified persons to key wildlife positions such as
Fish and Game Commissioners, leadership positions in
CDFW and the ability of non-consumptive groups (antihunters) to manipulate public sentiment where emotional
testimony overcomes sound science.

Develop DCU Population Management
Objectives
With new management methods comes new objectives for
these plans. These new DCU plans will be developed with the
recognition that different deer herds cannot be managed “one
size fits all.” The key is gathering good data, establishing
baseline populations, gathering additional information on the
various non-hunting factors affecting deer populations along
with public input and hunter expectations. CDFW can then
make recommendation for these objectives and the means for
achieving them.

DCUs will be managed using all available data collection
tools, including conducting new studies (the Mendocino deer
study is an example), utilizing new and different tools and/or
methodologies to collect statistically viable samples. Other
inputs include deer surveys, herd size, buck/doe ratio, age
We do not have to accept this, just recognize it exists and that class, carrying capacity, post-hunt surveys, mandatory
is unlikely to change unless thoughtful consideration is used reporting, effects from disease, predation, illegal harvest
in the decision making process when making these
(poaching), highway mortality and other impacts such as
appointments. This plan allows hunter and non-hunters to
degraded habitat, fire/fire prevention, habitat fragmentation
have input on the management of deer, so let’s participate!
With that preface, let’s see what CDFW plans to do with this
in this new plan.

Creating Deer Conservation Units (DCUs)
CDFW is moving away from managing deer herd units
(essentially our current deer hunting zones) to managing deer
on a larger scale with DCUs. This topic caused the biggest
misunderstanding of the new plan as many concluded
incorrectly that 10 DCUs translated as 10 hunting zones—
they are not. This change will update deer management in
California where groups of deer herds who exhibit similar
behaviors and use the same geographical habitats are
managed together on a grander scale. This landscape
management practice is in place in many Western states,
including states such as Colorado and Utah.
The 10 new DCUs are: North Eastern Modoc Plateau,
North Eastern Sierra, Eastern Sierra, Klamath
Mountains and Cascade Range, North Coast, Sierra
Nevada, Central Coast, Transverse and Peninsular
Ranges, Central Valley, and the Mojave and Colorado
Deserts.
Historically, the 44 deer hunt zones were established
primarily by administrative boundaries using easily identified
landmarks such as county roads, rivers and county lines.
California hunters are familiar with deer hunting zones such
as X1, D5, B1, etc., and the new DCUs will encompass
several deer hunt zones based on geography, habitats, and
similar behaviors, and once additional data is collected, the
zones will be re-evaluated and may be changed in the future.

Source: CDFW

and the development by our population that continues to
encroach upon deer habitat. And let’s not forget public input
from hunters and non-hunters.

Antlerless Hunting
Antlerless hunting is essentially doe hunting, but includes
bucks with less than 3 inch antlers. Doe hunts are a scientific
tool wildlife managers use to obtain deer herd objectives such
as buck-to-doe ratios and to control overall populations.
Antlerless hunts are used in every state and are very effective
when used to manage overall herd population objectives.
Continued Page 10
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MCBA is nothing with out our members or our sponsors.
Please frequent as many of the businesses in this magazine as
you are able. They support your us, let’s support them!
BARRA of Mendocino winery
7051 North State Street
PO Box 196 (Mailing address)
Redwood Valley, CA 95470
Winery Phone: (707) 485-0322

Black Butte River Ranch— RV Park, Camping and Country Store
34985 Etsel Ridge Road
Covelo, CA 95428
707-983-9438 tom@blackbutteriverranch.com

F r e y V i n e ya r d s
America’s first organic and Biodynamic winery
14000 Tomki Rd, Redwood Valley, CA 95470

707-485-5177

Biodynamic
Field Blend,
Mendocino,
California, 2014

Mendocino Redwood Company and Humboldt Redwood Company
32600 Holquist Ln, Fort Bragg, CA 95437
(707) 962-2800

Managing the Forest
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Little River Inn
7901 N. Highway One
Little River, CA 95456

(Two miles south of Mendocino village)
Info@LittleRiverInn.com

1-707-937-5942
1-888-INN-LOVE (Toll Free)
1-707-937-5667 (Pro Shop/Golf Course)
1-707-962-2240 (Spa)
1-707-937-3944 (Fax)

Lodging
Dining
Golf
Weddings
Meetings

Parducci Vineyards
Deep Roots, Legendary Wines
501 Parducci Rd, Ukiah, CA 95482
(800) 362-9463
Crafting small lot artisan wines for over 80 years.

156 Freitas Ave, Ukiah, CA 95482
For all of your party needs, call us!
(707) 463-8390

Come visit us on Facebook!
If you would like to join our mailing list or email list, contact Rosie Wagenet at
rosie@mcbadeer.com.
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However, antlerless hunting has not been popular in
have always been a high priority. For deer and other game
California since the 1950’s, when a well-intended doe hunt
species to flourish, a better relationship between CDFW and
created an uproar. Fallout from that hunt led to a law that
federal land managers needs to be forged and I think all have
allows 37 of California’s 58 counties the authority to veto any to share the blame. MCBA has pushed for many habitat
antlerless hunt proposed by CDFW, establishing a major
projects where CDFW is not the limiting agency. While I
roadblock in the effort to provide effective game
have heard murmurs of improved conversation between these
management. California is the only Western state with mule
entities, I’d like to see something tangible on a large scale
or black-tailed deer that must have approvals from both the
and long term.
Commission and county supervisors. Doe harvests account
CDFW proposes
for less than 2% of
updating
yearly harvest,
identification of key
making California’s
critical habitat areas
deer management
You own 20 acres of land and lease more to run a cattle
(winter grounds,
essentially buck only.
operation consisting of 2,000 acres. It can sustain 100 head of migration corridors,
cattle, but over time, the range degrades and your cattle
CDFW continues to
fawning areas, etc.)
propose antlerless
numbers decline. However, you are a trained in agriculture and and to recommend
hunts, but as a result
the purchasing of
biology and you are a paid expert in you field. In fact, you
of strong emotions
these critical lands or
grew up on a ranch and you know that if you improve the
and ignorance, county
securing
quality of the range, the animal numbers will rebound. You
supervisors veto
conservation
have tools to accomplish the improvements—fire, disking,
hunts. I’ve been there
easements and
and I’ve testified at
improving the habitat
removing old brush and planting better feed.
county meetings on
in these specific
this topic where
areas. Other
But, you have a problem. You only own 20 acres (1%) of the
ignorant (uninformed) land and you cannot make changes to the other acreage
proposals include
persons use emotion
working with private
without permission. It is not yours. You can take your case to
to trump science.
landowners
the landowner, but the landowner must balance your request
Many call it the
participating in
Bambi syndrome,
incentive programs
with other uses of the land. You are stuck and the decline
where the public’s
such as SHARE and
continues.
views are formed by
PLM programs that
watching a Hollywood
maintain or upgrade
movie. Unfortunately, that’s also where many develop their
habitat on their lands.
wildlife management skills. No one wins with a Wildlife
Management Degree from Hollywood University.
Improved Monitoring, Management and

A Simplified Scenario - The 1% Factor

The 1% Factor

Research Methods

CDFW is developing and implementing improved monitoring
methods and will use an adaptive management approach,
which is a structured process of strong decision making
reduce uncertainty over time. This tool uses a learning
process to improve long-term management outcomes. But, it
is important to find the correct balance between gaining
information to improve future management while achieving
the best short-term outcome(s). For deer management, it is
based tracking and monitoring habitat projects, deer
populations, and habitats over time and CDFW will take
actions to manage situations, whatever they may be—disease,
CDFW proposes establishing better relationships with these
sudden large scale changes to the habitat, etc., against what
federal agencies to improve habitat for deer and other species. the goals and objectives of what this final plan will entail.
Historically, this has been a low-point for CDFW, at least in
my lifetime, because these state/federal collaborations should
CDFW manages about 1% of California’s deer habitat. That’s
it. Private lands, such as timber companies, private ranches
and other holdings, account for about 47% of deer habitat
while other public agencies such the United States Forest
Service and the Bureau of Land Management manage another
48%. Both of these federal agencies manage the land for
multiple uses, not all of which are favorable to wildlife
management. Various state parks, wildlife areas and forests
make up the other 5%.

Continued Page 11
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CDFW still has many existing data collection methods
already in place, but this new plan needs new and improved
data. One promising tool is the “deer poop” fecal DNA
collection survey used in the Mendocino herd study that
provided surprising results. There are also additional
populations survey methods being tested using of hundreds
of camera traps throughout California. CDFW has also
started integrating aerial surveys again, a very powerful
method of population surveying, which had been suspended
since an unfortunate helicopter crash that killed 4 individuals
in 2010 that included 3 CDFW staff; Kevin O’Connor, Clu
Cotter, and Tom Stolberg and pilot Dennis Donovan.

This plan has many great-sounding goals, but if the public at
large does not know or understand how hunters fit in
scientifically as a tool in deer management as
conservationists, we may eventually lose the privilege to
hunt.

Town Hall Meetings

The DCU development and implementation plans are
scheduled for completion this year and the entire deer plan is
moving forward. Soon, the department will hold several
public meetings throughout the state to gather input from
hunters and non-hunters alike on the specifics of what the
In addition, the department now is getting a much bigger
plans will actually contain. This approach to engaging the
sample of hunting success and effort with the implementation public was successfully undertaken when CDFW solicited
of the mandatory reporting. Where 30% of hunters
comment on the type of lottery system would best serve
submitting tags had been the norm, the 2015 hunting year has Californians for the distribution of premium tags for deer
resulted in about 50% return in its first year. With looming
(and other species). I attended those meetings and had my
fiscal penalties on late reporters as
voice heard. I was part of the process
well as non-reporters, mandated
and I will be again.
hunter reporting looks to improve
participation and will be a great
Conclusion
benefit as it will allow CDFW better
accuracy in tracking populations and
While this plan is grand and
hunter success as part of the overall
adventurous, it is also a plan and
management strategy.
requires stakeholder participation to
meet the needs of Californians. This
Develop Outreach
draft plan was out for public
comment from March-April 2015.
This is another area where CDFW
During this time, the CDFW
has been less than stellar. Leadership must take action to
received comments from only 26 individuals and 3 entities
show the value of hunting in a manner in which non-hunters (California Deer Association, Tuolumne and Siskiyou
can appreciate. CDFW must do more to show the noncounties) who bothered to put their thoughts on paper or
hunting public that our actions translate to dollars, habitat
electronically submit them. Another example of outreach
purchases and improvements, conservation efforts of nonproblems by CDFW or hunter indifference? Maybe both?
hunting species and additional-taxation. Hunters kill deer,
Regardless, a new plan comes around after 40 years and we
there is no doubt, but we appreciate and respect them as they need to be involved on how it is developed. A sound game
provide organic food for our families. CDFW does not need plan for deer management is a good thing.
to convince me, the hunter, that my contributions have value,
but they must clear up the misconceptions of hunters to those Lastly, as Paul Trouette said in his President’s Message, our
who do not hunt. To this day, I get questions such as, “Do
culture has changed. This change cost us a good
you only take the horns?” when people learn I hunt big game. conservationist and hunter; Jim Kellogg. Jim was the longestI regularly have to conduct a lot of public outreach and
serving California Fish and Game Commissioner in history
education.
and he resigned late last year due to the overwhelming
feeling that the politics of California and the undue influence
Non-hunters are unaware how we contribute directly to deer of anti-hunters has overrun the sound science used by the
conservation by purchasing deer tags, licenses and equipment professionals in their field to manage wildlife. Hunters, the
that includes additional taxes (Pittman-Robertson funds) on
original conservationists, were treated no better than killers.
hunting and fishing equipment, firearms and ammunition.
That is shameful.
They are unaware of the level of commitment we have in
conserving the species, we choose to join non-profits such as This plan is a good beginning, but the devil is in the details.
MCBA, that contribute directly to habitat improvement with Let be part of the details.
funding and manpower.

Only 26 individuals and
3 entities submitted
comments on this
comprehensive deer
plan in almost 40 years.
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Avoid Penalties and Assist CDFW
Completing Harvest Report Assists with Herd Assessment

By Stuart Itoga, Sr. Environmental Scientist Supervisor, Deer Program Coordinator, CDFW
Why should you complete your
harvest report? There are at least two
very good reasons: To avoid paying a
$20.00 fine and because CDFW needs
accurate deer harvest estimates.
CDFW estimates population numbers
(in part) using harvest data from tag
returns. Reporting rates are so low
(only 30% report), that the CDFW
must supplement hunter reports with
statistical modelling using data
collected from game processing
facilities, which is time consuming
and does not provide a full
accounting.
Timely reporting is necessary in order
to analyze and incorporate the prior
year’s harvest data for the upcoming
hunting season. To assess population
trends, hunter harvest numbers are
combined with non-harvest mortality
to assess total mortality on an annual
basis and this information is combined
with recruitment (births) and annual
survival to help project future
population numbers and trends. This
data helps CDFW calculate the
allowable harvest.

Online Reporting is simple and can be completed in under 5 minutes or less!
Log on to the online licensing system at https://www.wildlife.ca.gov/Licensing/

Hunting#9941260-tag-reporting.

After you log on, choose Harvest Reporting, then you will get options:


You will be asked if you hunted. If you did not hunt, click no, submit and you
receive a Report Confirmation Number to add to your physical report (tag).



If you hunted but were unsuccessful, you’ll be asked how many days you
hunted and then you’ll get your Report Confirmation Number to add to your
physical report (tag).



If successful, you’ll fill in the same information that is requested on your
physical report (tag), including: date, time, zone, method of take, location, sex
of animal and antler points. You’ll submit then receive your Report
Confirmation Number, write it on your report (tag).

For the 2016/2017 hunting season, tag
holders will also be required to report
how many days they spent hunting, if
successful or whether you went afield
at all. This “level of effort” data
collected from both successful and
unsuccessful hunters is used as a
rough measure of deer population
trends. Increases or decreases in
effort, over time, are used to infer
changes in deer populations.
For the 2015 deer hunting season, approximately 50% of tag
holders reported timely. While up from 30%, it is still not
adequate to provide the level of information CDFW needs to
maintain its deer hunting program. Regulations state that
successful hunters must report within 30 days of harvest or by
January 31st, whichever is first and unsuccessful hunters along
with those that did not hunt, must still report by January 31 st.
Despite these deadlines, the CDFW received 1,817 mailed
reports that were not postmarked by the January 31 st deadline.
In addition, as of March 17, CDFW was still receiving hard
copy reports from successful hunters, well in excess of the
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You have now finished reporting—Editor.

30-day requirement for successful hunters. If fines were being
imposed for the 2015 season, more than 70,000 tag holders
reported late, or did not report and would be subject to a
$20.00 fine. Beginning July 2016, a $20.00 fine will be
assessed for either failure to report or late reporting.
Mandatory reporting provides CDFW critical and timely
information on deer harvest and population trends so that we
can conserve our deer resources and continue to provide deer
hunting opportunities now and into the future.
Thank you for your cooperation and interest in California’s
deer.
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MCBA Summit Conference
By Hal Wagenet
MCBA convened a Summit conference March 14, 2016 to
discuss issues affecting hunting opportunities, conservation
efforts and threats to our heritage. Representatives of 12
organizations attended. They ran the gamut from
sportsmen’s advocates to conservation groups.
The goals of the Summit were to identify current and
potential barriers to good wildlife management and develop
strategies to overcome them and reverse negative trends.
There was general
agreement to not
form a new
organization as all
attendees have
plenty of
commitments on
their respective
plates. More on
that later.
The group understands that, with 38 million citizens in
California and only 250,000 hunters, there is an
informational and educational challenge and opportunity in
front of us.
With the political nature of State Fish and Game
Commission appointments and a well-heeled oppositional
force that is very skilled at emotional presentations, we must
adapt our strategies to face the changing trends. Today,
wildlife management decisions are made at the highest level
based on emotional pleas, supported by media and mailing
blitzes, and in the absence of logic and reasoned scientific
input. In fact, experts at California’s Department of Fish and
Wildlife, who are dedicated to the cause of scientific habitat
and wildlife management, are forbidden to testify on
legislative matters within their field without express

permission from the Governor. Sounds backward? Yes, it is.
As a result, we see the astonishing recent decision by the
State Fish and Game Commission to eliminate bobcat
trapping. Why astonishing? Because the Commission has
recommended the Pacific Fisher be placed on the
Endangered Species list, while the bobcat, chief predator of
the Pacific Fisher and six other endangered species, is
allowed to expand its already thriving population. This is a
good example of a bad decision, one all too common when
the Commission gets its main input from environmental
groups bent on shutting down balanced and reasonable
enjoyment of our wildlife assets.
The Summit identified creation of a vehicle for thoughtful
conservation as a top priority. Toward the end of the
meeting, I suggested the effort be called California
Conservation Coalition. That name is now registered and a
website is in preparation. The CCC will assist in crafting and
presenting Habitat and Wildlife Advocacy messages.
MCBA had the foresight to call for the Summit meeting to
identify common frustrations and solutions. The participants
were knowledgeable and we believe they will be active allies
as we develop an effective voice in good habitat and wildlife
management in California.
About the Author: Hal Wagenet is a native of
Mendocino County, a lifelong deer hunter and is
also a founding member of MCBA. He and wife
Rosie Wagenet administer grants, keep the
books, and track the many prizes and donations
that contribute to the success of MCBA. Hal is
also a former Mendocino county supervisor.

Attendees listen and take notes during presentations and discussions at the Summit in Williams, CA.
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Days Gone Past
Enjoy this walk down memory lane where life was simpler, the game plentiful and
the times remarkably different. Notice the pet bear held by William McCombes?

Hunting Party, Covelo, circa 1920

Unknown, Covelo, circa 1915

Main Street, Covelo, circa 1890

Bucknell’s Happy Hollow, circa 1914

CO Foster, with bear chaps, circa 1916

Wm. McCombes/Bink Shores, circa 1890
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2016 Banquet Prices and Registration
When: April 16, 2016
Where: Carl Purdy Hall, 1055 North State Street, Ukiah, CA
Time: 5:00, Dinner 6:30, Auction 7:30 – OPEN BAR – Come join us!
$1000 Gun Table - Ruger American Standard or Compact Rifle (blued finish) listed calibers - 223,
22-250, 243, 270
7mm-08, 30-06 and 308

EVENT HIGHLIGHTS
The MCBA Committee has put
another great selection of prizes
and auction items including:
firearms, hunts, fishing trips,
artwork, sports memorabilia,
outdoor products, jewelry, and
much more!



$1150 Gun Table -Weatherby Vanguard (synthetic/blued) - listed calibers 223,22-250, 240 Wby, 243,
25-06, 270, 7mm-08, 308,
30-06, 257 Wby Mag, 7mm
Rem Mag, 300 Win Mag,
300 Wby Mag




$1250 Gun Table -Tikka T3 Lite (blued finish) - listed calibers
204 Ruger, 222, 223, 22-250, 243, 260 Rem, 7mm-08, 308, 6.5x55, 270, 7x64,
30-06, 8x57, 9.3x62, 7mm Rem Mag, 300 Win Mag, 338 Win Mag, 270 WSM,
300 WSM

Local turkey hunt
Autographed framed jersey –
Buster Posey, all-star, SF
Giants
African hunts in South Africa
or Namibia
HIGH BIDDERS CHOICE of
Belize, St Thomas, or Costa
Rica trip staying in a 4Bedroom/4-Bath Villa for 6
days and 6 nights - donated
by Sporting Adventures

International, LLC



Deadline to buy a gun table is April 10th.
( ) $75 SINGLE ( ) $95 COUPLE ( ) $35 YOUTH DINNER
(
(
(
(

) $650 Friends Table - Eight people sit together at reserved spot
) $1000 Gun Table - Sign at your table, someone wins a Ruger American (1 in 8 odds).
) $1100 Gun Table - Sign at your table, someone wins a Weatherby Vanguard (1 in 8 odds).
) $1250 Gun Table - Sign at your table, someone wins a Tikka T3 Lite (1 in 8 odds).
Gun Table Rifle Caliber (pick fr om available): _________

( ) $100 TICKET PACKAGE ( ) $300 TICKET PACKAGE ( ) $500 TICKET PACKAGE

Name: _________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________ City: ________________ St: ___ Zip: ______
Phone: __________________ email: ________________________________________

Buster Posey Autographed
Mini-Helmet
Dove Hunt in Argentina for 2
-donated by Sporting

Adventures
International, LLC


Goose hunt for 6 with

Blake’s Guide Service 


December 1st already booked
Pig hunt on private ranch
Fishing trip for 4 on Lake
Margaret near Burney, CA donated by Wilderness

Unlimited

Free youth giveaways, ladies
prizes, fun games, an open bar,
delicious food, and some great
blacktail deer mounts on display.

Total Enclosed: __________________ Check #: _________
Credit Card Type: Circle One [Visa - Master Card - American Express]
Credit Card # ____________________________ Exp. Date ______ 3-digit code _____
Mail this registration with payment to MCBA, P.O. Box 1357, Willits, CA. 95490
or register and pay online at www.mcbadeer.com.
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Mendocino County Blacktail Association

Hunter Kills Best Blacktail Buck to Date

MCBA Member Kills High-Scoring 4x4 In Mendocino County Last Year
By Oscar Ramirez

Billy Aston has been hunting deer for
about 25 years. In the B-zones, he’s
got about 20 years, so with 12 points,
Billy finally drew the late-season
muzzleloader tag in the best blacktail
area of the state: Mendocino County.

not run off and allowed Billy the
time to draw down on the buck,
facing him at about 85 yards.
Having practiced sufficiently out to
100 yards with his muzzleloader,
Billy confidently launched a .50
caliber, 250 grain slug at the deer,
bringing the buck down quickly and
ending his goal of killing a
“Booner” buck.

With big blacktails and favorable
weather, Billy, accompanied by
friends and family, would be hunting
some of the toughest terrain in
California.

“I didn’t know he was that big! I
seen horns and more than a couple
Consisting of steep, chamise-choked
of points, so I shot him.” Adding, “I
Billy shows off his best buck to date, a 4x4 beauty.
canyons down low and topped with a
was not going to eat the tag and it
thick canopy of pines up high, the hunting season solo, making the 4-hour drive back was now or never. Besides, my wife told
would be a challenge. He would also
to his chosen hunting spot. The weather
me I had to come home with some deer
target any oak forest producing acorns.
was cold and there was recent snow, but
meat,” he added with a laugh.
the deer did not concentrate as he hoped,
Billy and crew backpacked into Northern so he kept hiking and glassing hoping to
The buck was a typical 4x4, scoring
California Wilderness Areas, hiking long find a worthy buck.
135 1/8 B&C points and will make book.
distances while looking over rutting bucks.
In addition, SCI scored it 139 5/8 where it
“I found several good bucks that I would
On the final day, towards the final hour of should place high as well with the
take during the regular season, but I was
the special hunt, his persistence finally
Longhunter Society (muzzleloader record
hoping for that special one,” said Billy.
paid off. While hunting a well-worn trail, keepers) when it is officially scored.
he spotted two does feeding and quickly
He returned to hunt the last 4 days of the
found a buck tending them. The buck did Way to go, Billy—congratulations!

CONAN EGAN
119 NORTH JEFFERSON ST.
CLOVERDALE, CA 95425

707.695.8880

WildernessUnlimited.com

Geiger’s Long Valley Meat Market

1 (877) 611-4868

44951 U.S. 101, Laytonville, CA 95454 44951 U.S. 101, Laytonville (707) 984-6912

Jim and TinaMarie Schaafsma, HC 62, Box 64A Zenia, California 95595, (707) 923-9633 phone (707) 923-7863 fax
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